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Abstract

Probabilistic feature relevance learning (PFRL) is an
effective method for adaptively computing local feature
relevance in content-based image retrieval. It computes
flexible retrieval metrics for producing neighborhoods
that are elongated along less relevant feature dimensions
and constricted along most influential ones. Based on
the observation that regions in an image have unequal
importance for computing image similarity, we propose a
probabilistic method inspired by PFRL, probabilistic region
relevance learning (PRRL), for automatically estimating
region relevance based on user’s feedback. PRRL can be
used to set region weights in region-based image retrieval
frameworks that use an overall image-to-image similarity
measure. Experimental results on general-purpose images
show the effectiveness of PRRL in learning the relative
importance of regions in an image.

Keywords: Region-based Image Retrieval, Region
Importance, Relevance Feedback

1. Introduction

In traditional approaches, a content-based image re-
trieval (CBIR) system extracts some global features (such
as color, texture, and shape) from an image. The features
are then the components of a feature vector which makes
the image correspond to a point in a feature space. In or-
der to determine closeness between two images, a similar-
ity measure is used to calculate the distance between their
corresponding feature vectors. Then, the closest images in
feature space to a query image are returned to the user as the
query results. Because of the semantic gap between high-
level concepts and low-level features, the performance of
CBIR is not satisfactory. In order to overcome this prob-
lem, two major approaches have been suggested: the use of

a learning technique, such as relevance feedback to learn the
user’s high-level concept and region-based image represen-
tations that are closer to a user’s perception of an image’s
content.

Relevance feedback (RF) works by gathering semantic
information from user interaction. In order to learn a user’s
query concept, the user labels each image returned in the
previous query round as relevant (1) or non-relevant (-1).
Based on the feedback, the retrieval scheme is adjusted and
the next set of images is presented to the user for labelling.
Two main RF strategies have been proposed in CBIR: query
shifting [13], and distance reweighting [6, 12, 11]. Query
shifting involves moving the query towards the region of the
feature space containing relevant images and away from the
region containing non-relevant images. Distance reweight-
ing assumes that the relevant images are located along some
direction of the feature space. Thus, the task is to deter-
mine the features that help the most in retrieving relevant
images and increase their importance in determining sim-
ilarity. In [11], a probabilistic feature relevance learning
(PFRL) method that automatically captures the feature rel-
evance based on RF is presented. It computes flexible re-
trieval metrics for producing neighborhoods that are elon-
gated along less relevant feature dimensions and constricted
along most influential ones (See Figure 1). Retrieved im-
ages with RF are used to compute local feature relevance.

In contrast to traditional methods, which compute global
features, region-based approaches [1, 9, 14] extract features
from segmented regions of an image. Then, images are re-
trieved according to the similarity between regions. The
main objective of using regions is to do a more meaningful
retrieval that is closer to a user’s perceptions of an image’s
content. Instead of looking at the image as a whole, we
look at the objects in the image and their relationships. The
similarity measure that most of these systems [1, 9] use to
compare two images is based on individual region-to-region
similarity. Both Blobworld [1] and Netra [9] require the
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Figure 1. Features are unequal in their differential rel-
evance for computing similarity. The neighborhoods of
queries b and c should be elongated along the less relevant
Y and X axis respectively. For query a, features X and Y
have equal discriminating strength
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Figure 2. Integrated region matching (IRM)

user to select the region(s) of interest from the segmented
image. This information is then used for determining sim-
ilarity with database images. A major problem with these
systems is that the segmented regions they produce usually
do not correspond to actual objects in the image. For in-
stance, an object may be partitioned into several regions,
with none of them being representative of the object.

In order to overcome the problems of innaccurate image
segmentation, some approaches have been proposed that
consider all the regions in an image for determining simi-
larity [8, 2, 14]. In [8], IRM (Integrated Region Matching)
is proposed as a measure that allows a many-to-many region
mapping relationship between two images by matching a re-
gion of one image to several regions of another image. Ba-
sically, the “most similar highest priority” principle is used
and the smaller the distance between two regions ��� and �
	
is, the larger their significance credit (weight) ���� � is (See
Figure 2). Thus, by having a similarity measure which is a
weighted sum of distances between all regions from differ-
ent images, IRM is more robust to inaccurate segmentation.

Recently, a fuzzy logic approach, UFM (Unified Feature
Matching) [2] was proposed as an alternative to IRM. An
image is represented by a set of segmented regions each
of which is represented by a fuzzy feature denoting color,
texture, and shape characteristics. Because fuzzy features
can characterize the gradual transition between regions in
an image, segmentation-related inaccuracies are implicitly
considered. The similarity between two images is then de-
fined as the overall similarity between two sets of fuzzy fea-
tures.

A key factor in these types of systems that consider all
the regions to perform an overall image-to-image similar-
ity is the weighting of regions. The weight that is assigned
to each region for determining similarity is usually based
on prior assumptions such as that larger regions, or regions
that are close to the center of the image, should have larger
weights. This is often inconsistent with human perception.
For instance, a facial region may be the most important
when the user is looking for images of people while other
larger regions such as the background may be much less
relevant.

Based on the observation that regions in an image have
unequal importance for computing image similarity (See
Figure 3), we propose a probabilistic method inspired by
PFRL[11], probabilistic region relevance learning (PRRL),
for automatically capturing region relevance based on user’s
feedback. PRRL can be used to set region weights in
region-based image retrieval frameworks that use an overall
image-to-image similarity measure.

1.1 Related Work

Although RF learning has been successfully applied to
CBIR systems that use global image representations, not
much research has been conducted on RF learning meth-
ods for region-based CBIR. Based on the assumption that
important regions should appear more often in relevant im-
ages than unimportant regions, Jing et al. [7] proposed a�����������

(Region Frequency * Inverse Image Frequency)
weighting scheme (RFIIF). Let ������� � �"!# be the vari-
able length representation of a query image, where ��� rep-
resents the features extracted from a region in the image.
Let $%�&�'�(� ��)# be the set of all images in the database, and*,+ �-�'�.� �/# be the set of cumulative relevant retrieved im-
ages for query image � . For each region ���(0�� , the region
frequency (

���
) is defined as

���21 � ��3 � 457698;:=< � 1 � �?> � 	73
where � 1 �@� > �A	 3 ��B if at least one region of �C	 is similar
to � � and 0 otherwise. Two regions are deemed similar if
their DEB distance is smaller than a predefined treshold. The
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Figure 3. Regions are unequal in their differential rele-
vance for computing similarity. Given that the user is look-
ing for images of people, region ��� is the most important,
followed by �
	 and ��� . Thus, the neighborhood of the
similarity metric should be elongated along the direction of� � and constricted along the direction of � �

inverse frequency (
� ���

) is defined as

� ���21 � ��3 ������ � �� 576 � !�� � 1 �,� > �A	 3��
The region importance (weight)

���
is then

��� 1 � ��3 � � �21 �,� 3 �=��� �21 �,� 3� !��� # 1 ���21 � 	 3 �=��� �21 � 	 393
1.2 Paper Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we describe the probabilistic approach for measuring the
importance of each region in a query image. Section 3 de-
scribes how user’s feedback on the retrieval results is used

for estimating the measure of region relevance. A brief de-
scription of UFM [2], which is used as the particular region-
based image retrieval measure with which PRRL is tested,
is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we compare the retrieval
performance of UFM against that of UFM with PRRL and
UFM with RFIIF for setting region weights. Finally, we
give some concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Region Relevance Measure

Inspired by PFRL[11], we learn the differential region
relevance by estimating the strength of each region in pre-
dicting the class of a given query. Given a query image� � ���@� ��!# , where �,� represents the features extracted
from a region in the image. Let the class label �@0 � B >�� B �
at � be treated as a random variable from a distribution with
the probabilities ���! 1 B#" � 3 > �! 1�$ " � 3 � . Consider the func-
tion % of & arguments% 1 � 3('���! 1 B#" � 3 ���! 1 � � B#" � 3 ��) 1 �*" � 3
In the absence of any argument assignments, the least-
squares estimate for % 1 � 3 is simply its expected (average)
value ),+ %.- �0/1% 1 � 332 1 � 354 �
where 2 1 � 3 is the joint probability density. Now, suppose
that we know the value of � at a particular region � � . The
least-squares estimate becomes),+ %6" � � - �0/1% 1 � 332 1 �7" � � 384 �
where 2 1 �7" �,� 3 is the conditional density of the other re-
gions. Because % 1 � 3 � B (i.e., the query image is always
relevant),

1 % 1 � 3
� $ 3 is the maximum error that can be
made when assigning 0 to the probability that � is rele-
vant when the probability is in fact 1. On the other hand,1 % 1 � 39� ):+ %6" � � - 3 is the error that is made by predicting),+ %6" � � - to be the probability that � is relevant. Therefore,+ 1 % 1 � 3;� $ 3;� 1 % 1 � 3;� ),+ %6" �,�<- 3 - ��),+ %6" �,�=-
represents a reduction in error between the two predictions.
Therefore, a measure of the relevance of region ��� for �
can be defined as  '� 1 � 3 �>),+ %6" �@�=- (1)

The relative relevance can then be used as the weight of
region � � in a weighted similarity measure? � � @ ).A5BDC 5�E� !F � # @ )GA8HIC 5�E (2)

where
�

is a parameter that can be chosen to maximize
(minimize) the influence of  � on ? � [11].



1. Use a segmentation method to extract regions and
represent current query by � � �"� � �"!# ; initialize
region weight vector � to � #! �"! # .

2. Compute the
�

most similar images to � with an
overall image-to-image similarity measure using� for the weighting of regions in � .

3. User marks the
�

images as relevant or non-
relevant.

4. While more RF iterations Do

(a)
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 @ 4 �� �	� � @ � � .

(b) Update � from Eqs. (3) and (2) using
*

.

(c) Compute the
�

most similar images to �
with an overall image-to-image similarity
measure using � for the weighting of re-
gions in � .

(d) User marks the
�

images as relevant or
non-relevant.

Figure 4. The probabilistic region relevance learning
(PRRL) algorithm

3. Estimation of Region Relevance

Similarly to PFRL[11] for estimating feature relevance,
we use the retrieved images with relevance feedback to es-
timate region relevance. Let

* � � 1 �C	 > �"� 3 ��� # be the set
of cumulative retrievals for � . Let � 	2� �����	 ��� # . Let

$��
� 1 � �?> ���	 3 � B denote the similarity between region � � in �
and region ���	 in � 	 in a region-based CBIR system. Also,
let �� 1 � �?> � 	 3 ������� � 8�� # � � �! ! ! � �#" 1 � 1 � �?> � �	 393 . We can use

*
to estimate (1), hence (2). Note that ),+ %6" � � - � ),+ �*" � � - .
However, since there may be no � 	 0 *

for which ���	 � � �
(i.e., no ���	 such that � 1 � �?> ���	 3 � B ), we follow an strat-
egy suggested in [4] and look for data in the vicinity of � �
(i.e., we allow � 1 � �?> ���	 3 to be smaller than 1). Thus, (2) is
estimated by

�),+ � " �,�<- �
� ���� # �"� B 1%$ 1 �,� > �A	 3'&)(;3� ���� # B 1*$ 1 � � > � 	 3'&)( 3 (3)

where 1( + ) returns 1 if its argument is true, and 0 otherwise.
Thus,

$,� ( � B is an adaptive similarity threshold that
changes so that there is sufficient data for the estimation of
(1). The value of ( is chosen so that

� ���� # B 1%$ 1 �,� > �A	 3-&(;3 �/. , where . �  . The probabilistic region relevance
learning algorithm is summarized in Figure 4.

4. Unified Feature Matching (UFM)

Chen and Wang [2] proposed unified feature matching
(UFM) as an improved alternative to IRM. In UFM, an im-
age is characterized by a fuzzy feature denoting color, tex-
ture, and shape characteristics. The similarity between two
images is then defined as the overall similarity between two
sets of fuzzy features. Because fuzzy features can char-
acterize the gradual transition between regions in an im-
age, segmentation-related inaccuracies are implicitly con-
sidered.

The image segmentation algorithm that is used first par-
titions an image into blocks of 4x4 pixels. Then, a feature
vector 0 � 0)132 representing color and texture properties is
extracted for each block. The first three features are the av-
erage color components and the other three represent energy
in high frequency bands of the wavelet transforms [3, 10].
The 4 -means algorithm is then used to cluster the feature
vectors into 4 regions �"�@� ��5 # . The number of regions 4 is
adaptively chosen according to a stopping criteria. A fea-
ture vector 6 	 07138 is then extracted for each region � 	
to describe its shape characteristics. The shape features are
normalized inertia of order 1 to 3 [5].

The color and texture properties of each region � 	 are
represented by a fuzzy feature with a Cauchy membership
function 9;: 6 � <>= 132@? + $ > B�- defined as

9;: 6 � < 1 0 3 � B
BBADCFE!E GIHKJG 6 E!ELNMPO;Q

where �0 	 is the average of all feature vectors in � 	 and

4 < � R4 1 4 � B 3
5 H #4 �=� #

54/ �.� + # "=" �0?� � �0*S*"="
is the average distance between cluster centers. The shape
characteristics of each region � 	 are also represented by a
fuzzy feature with a Cauchy membership function 9 : 6 � T =138@? + $ > B�- defined as

9;: 6 � T 1 6 3 � B
BBA CUE!E VWH JV 6 E!EL#X O;Q

where

4YT � R4 1 4 � B 3
5 H #4 �<� #

54
/ �(� + # "<" �6 �G� �6 S "="

is the average distance between shape features.
Let � 1 9 :[Z � < > 9 :[Z � T 3 � 5]\# and � 1 9 :_^Z � < > 9 :_^Z � T 3 � 5a`# be the

fuzzy feature representations for a query and target image
respectively. The color and texture similarity between the



query and the target image is captured by the similarity vec-
tor �

� + ��� #"> ��� � > +�+ + > ��� 5 � > ��� # > ���� > + +�+ > ���5 � - )
where

� � � � $ 1 9;: Z � < > 5 ����� # 9 :_^6 � < 3 � 4 < A 4 � <4 < A 4 � < A��	��
C��� # �! ! ! � 5 � "=" �0?� � �0 �	 "<"
���� � $ 1 9 : ^ Z � < > 5 ����� # 9;: 6 � <�3 � 4 < A 4 � <4Y< A 4 � < A��	��
 ��� # �! ! ! � 5 � "<" �0 �� � �0 	 "<"
and similarly for the shape similarity, captured by similarity
vector � . The UFM measure for the query and target image
is then defined as

� C � � � E � 1 B ��C3 + 1 B ��� 3 �	� A � �	� - ) � A  �	� ) �
where the normalized weight vectors � � and � � can be set
according to some region weighting heuristic,

$ � � � B
adjusts the importance of � � and � � , and

$ �  � B de-
termines the significance of

�
(i.e., color and texture simi-

larity) and � (i.e., shape similarity). For further details, see
[2].

5. Experimental Results

A subset of 2000 labelled images from the general-
purpose COREL image database was used as the data set.
There are 20 image categories, each containing 100 pic-
tures. The region-based feature vectors of those images are
obtained with the segmentation algorithm described in Sec-
tion 4 1.

We tested the performance of UFM, UFM with PRRL
(UFM+PRRL), and UFM with RFIIF (UFM+RFIIF). The
retrieval performance is measured by precision and recall,
defined as2  @�� � � � � & � &��]��� @  ��%, @  @�� � &�� � � � � @ �  @ �D � @��#@ 4&��]��� @  ��% � �	� � @ �  @ �D � @�� @ 4 @�� �#� � &��]��� @  ��%: @  @�� �#&�� � � � � @ �  @ �D � @�� @ 4&��]��� @  ��%, @  @�� � &�� � � � � @ � � & 4 ��� ���#�C� @
Every image is used as a query image. A uniform weighting
scheme is used to set the region weights of each query and
target images. For UFM+PRRL, and UFM+RFIIF, user’s
feedback was simulated by carrying out 3 RF iterations for
each query. Because the images in the data set are labelled
according to their category, it is known whether an image
in the retrieval set would be labelled as relevant or non-
relevant by the user.

The average precision of the 2000 queries with respect
to different number of RF iterations is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Precision at different number of RF iterations.
The size of the retrieval set is 20

Figures 6 through 9 show the precision recall curves after
each RF iteration. We can observe that UFM+PRRL has
the best performance. It can be seen that, even after only
1 RF iteration, the region weights learned by PRRL result
in a very significant performance improvement. Figure 10
shows the retrieval results obtained on a random query im-
age. It is difficult to make objective comparisons with other
region-based image retrieval systems such as Netra [9] or
Blobworld [1] which require additional information from
the user (i.e., important regions and/or features) during the
retrieval process.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Region-based image retrieval frameworks that use an
overall image-to-image similarity measure usually set re-
gion weights based on some heuristic that is often inconsis-
tent with human perception about the importance of regions
in an image. In this paper, we presented a novel proba-
bilistic method for automatically estimating the relative rel-
evance of the regions in an image. The experimental results
on general-purpose images show convincingly that learning
region relevance based on user’s feedback can significantly
improve retrieval performance.

Currently, our method only performs intra-query learn-
ing. That is, for each given query, the user’s feedback
is used to learn the relevance of the regions in the query
and the learning process starts from ground up for each
new query. However, it is also possible to exploit inter-

1We would like to thank Yixin Chen for providing us with this data
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Figure 6. Precision-recall curve with no learning
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Figure 7. Precision-recall curve after 1 RF iteration
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Figure 8. Precision-recall curve after 2 RF iterations
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Retrieval Set with UFM+PRRL after 2 RF iterations, precision = 0.75

Initial Retrieval Set with UFM, precision = 0.3

Figure 10. Retrieval results on a random query image
(top leftmost). The images are sorted based on their simi-
larity to the query image. The ranks descend from left to
right and from top to bottom.

query learning (i.e., the long-term knowledge accumulated
over the course of many query sessions) to enhance the
retrieval performance of future queries. Thus, for a new
query, instead of starting the learning process from ground
up, we could exploit the previously learned region impor-
tances of similar queries. This would be very beneficial
specially in the initial retrieval set since, instead of using
uniform weighting or some other weighting heuristic, we
could make a more informed initial estimate of the rele-
vance of regions in the new query. We plan to investigate
the possibility of incorporating inter-query learning into the

region-based image retrieval framework as part of our fu-
ture work.
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